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Tomb raider costume angelina jolie

Page 2Page 3Page 4 Lara Croft tries to get ancient artifacts from enemies and Illuminati. Her mission is to unravel the mysteries her father was chasing and started from the same place she stopped! Here we are talking about one of the best adventurous women who looks in different styles whether you are talking about Lara Croft Costume from the game or
from the last movie! If you're ready for the journey to discover the hidden mystery, take a brief look at the full Tomb Raider Costume ideas captured by video games and movies. Lara Croft Costume DIY Rise Of The Tomb Raider Leather Jacket (Product Page) She wore this jacket in the new Rise of the Tomb Raider title, a sequel to the 2013 edition. Best
exact plan now in stock. Zip-up Hoodie (Amazon) High quality zip-up hoodie outerwear in various sizes and styles. Made for fashion and above all, the best for your Lara Croft costume. Cargo pants for women (Amazon) Comfortable and elastic, leather fit pants selected for cosplay. This is going to work just fine. Armor Combat Boots (Amazon) Clean made
of leather, it is adjustable by laces and zipper casing based on the removal of your foot. Lara Croft Tomb Tomb Raider Costume Set (Amazon) This signature outfit includes a grey vest, pants, thigh belt, and a shoulder strap. Available in small and large sizes. Alicia Vikander Lara Croft Wig Costume (Amazon) Looks very strong and looks absolutely like the
character in the game. While her appearance is almost identical, this classic wig will do the trick. Grey Tank (Amazon) To make your appearance look impressive as Alicia Vikander cosplay, this tank top will do the job. Black Cargo Ladies Panties Panties (Amazon) Her appearance looks absolutely stunning when she wears these heavy cargo pants. It is
100% cotton made and provides the best breathability. Boots (Amazon) To create the best combination, we got you these fancy military style boots. It will provide the best comfort on your feet if you are walking or running. Climbing Axe (Amazon) To create a perfect version of Alicia Vikander, you need to keep this ice climbing axe for the best picture. Made
only for cosplay purpose. Classic Tomb Raider Suit Short Shirt Vest (Amazon) 100% cotton, flexible and fast body fitted for women. It is recommended for summers and beach parties to look good and comfortable in wearing outdoors. Brown booty shorts (Amazon) It consists of denim jeans with different colors and sizes, easy and comfortable wear for
women can be used for casual wear as well. Waist strap and arm arms (Amazon) High quality and Faux leather from the belt down to the cases. Better belt and quality straps to put your hands stuck to the thighs. Custom Lara Croft Gun (Amazon) Replica version of the original weapon from the game. She is known for having a double gun and shooting by
wild predators. Exactly Exactly target to anyone, is to use cosplay only. Fingerless Gloves (Amazon) Fingerless leather gloves for power retention capability and hinge holes to control sweat. Men and women can use the same gloves. Synthetic Combat Boots (Amazon), Rubber Sole and Imported Leather become combat boots. Filled inner sole with
functionally adjustable laces, comfortable and reliable for years. Lara Croft Wig (Amazon) Wig and wig cap included, high-temperature silk that can easily be styled by anyone. Durable, heat resistance and soft touch material with Korean breathable mesh. Classic &amp; Sexy Lara Croft Costume (Amazon) set includes shirt, shorts, belt strap, chest strap, toy
guns and many other things used to show off her style. Angelina Jolie As Lara Croft Now let's take a look at the costume worn by Angelina Jolie in the film Tomb Raider. Since the sexy look continued to appear in the movie itself as in a game, so the Tomb Raider Costume is one of the best costumes for women to wear to cosplay parties. Similar suit sliver
(Amazon) 90% polyester and 10% spandex, hand washing and best material at all. This sexy dress enhances the look of your body. Chest Strap Strap (Amazon) Clean leather and with the best appearance, available in any sizes and can be worn by both men and women. Replica weapons (Amazon) ABS polymer is made which is designed with real visibility
and quality. Angelina Jolie hair wig (Amazon) High temperature silk, designed with soft and touch hairs that can be adjusted to anyone. The way he dives and climbs a wall-to-wall is totally epic. The whole act in the video game gave us new ideas about how we can transform ourselves into a real life character. For this reason, this Tomb Raider costume guide
is all you need to prepare for a whole new adventure! Page 2Page 3Page 4 Lara Croft tries to get ancient artifacts from enemies and Illuminati. Her mission is to unravel the mysteries her father was chasing and started from the same place she stopped! Here we are talking about one of the best adventurous women who looks in different styles whether you
are talking about Lara Croft Costume from the game or from the last movie! If you're ready for the journey to discover the hidden mystery, take a brief look at the full Tomb Raider Costume ideas captured by video games and movies. Lara Croft Costume DIY Rise Of The Tomb Raider Leather Jacket (Product Page) She wore this jacket in the new Rise of the
Tomb Raider title, a sequel to the 2013 edition. Best accurate now in stock. Zip-up Hoodie (Amazon) High quality zip-up hoodie outerwear in various sizes and styles. Made for fashion and above all, the best for your Lara Croft costume. Cargo pants for women (Amazon) Comfortable and elastic, leather fit pants selected for cosplay. This is going to work just
fine. Armor Combat Boots (Amazon) Net Net leather, is adjustable by laces and zipper casing based on the removal of your foot. Lara Croft Tomb Tomb Raider Costume Set (Amazon) This signature outfit includes a grey vest, pants, thigh belt, and a shoulder strap. Available in small and large sizes. Alicia Vikander Lara Croft Wig Costume (Amazon) Looks
very strong and looks absolutely like the character in the game. While her appearance is almost identical, this classic wig will do the trick. Grey Tank (Amazon) To make your appearance look impressive as Alicia Vikander cosplay, this tank top will do the job. Black Cargo Ladies Panties Panties (Amazon) Her appearance looks absolutely stunning when she
wears these heavy cargo pants. It is 100% cotton made and provides the best breathability. Boots (Amazon) To create the best combination, we got you these fancy military style boots. It will provide the best comfort on your feet if you are walking or running. Climbing Axe (Amazon) To create a perfect version of Alicia Vikander, you need to keep this ice
climbing axe for the best picture. Made only for cosplay purpose. Classic Tomb Raider Suit Short Shirt Vest (Amazon) 100% cotton, flexible and fast body fitted for women. It is recommended for summers and beach parties to look good and comfortable in wearing outdoors. Brown booty shorts (Amazon) It consists of denim jeans with different colors and
sizes, easy and comfortable wear for women can be used for casual wear as well. Waist strap and arm arms (Amazon) High quality PU and Faux leather from belt down to cases. Better belt and quality straps to put your hands stuck to the thighs. Custom Lara Croft Gun (Amazon) Replica version of the original weapon from the game. She is known for
having a double gun and shooting by wild predators. Just don't aim at anyone, it's for cosplay use only. Fingerless Gloves (Amazon) Fingerless leather gloves for power retention capability and hinge holes to control sweat. Men and women can use the same gloves. Synthetic Combat Boots (Amazon), Rubber Sole and Imported Leather become combat
boots. Filled inner sole with functionally adjustable laces, comfortable and reliable for years. Lara Croft Wig (Amazon) Wig and wig cap included, high-temperature silk that can easily be styled by anyone. Durable, heat resistance and soft touch material with Korean breathable mesh. Classic &amp; Sexy Lara Croft Costume (Amazon) set includes shirt,
shorts, belt strap, chest strap, toy guns and many other things used to show off her style. Angelina Jolie As Lara Croft Now let's take a look at the costume worn by Angelina Jolie in the film Tomb Raider. Since the sexy look continued to appear in the movie itself as in a game, so the Tomb Raider Costume is one of the best costumes for women to wear to
cosplay parties. Similar suit sliver (Amazon) 90% polyester and 10% spandex, spandex, wash and the best material at all. This sexy dress enhances the look of your body. Chest Strap Strap (Amazon) Clean leather and with the best appearance, available in any sizes and can be worn by both men and women. Replica weapons (Amazon) ABS polymer is
made which is designed with real visibility and quality. Angelina Jolie hair wig (Amazon) High temperature silk, designed with soft and touch hairs that can be adjusted to anyone. The way he dives and climbs a wall-to-wall is totally epic. The whole act in the video game gave us new ideas about how we can transform ourselves into a real life character. For
this reason, this Tomb Raider costume guide is all you need to prepare for a whole new adventure! You can buy a Lara Croft costume online, but you can also create your own outfit. CC BY-SA 3.0 de via Wikimedia CommonsLara Croft is the gun-packing heroine from the video game and movie franchise Tomb Raider. Lara is a busty, athletic Brit known for
raiding graves for buried treasures. She's very smart and she likes to have things her way. If you want to dress up as a sexy heroine with a mind and personality, then Lara is your girl. Her look is very simple to pull off, as long as you have some critical elements. Below are guides on how to get hair, makeup, and clothes just right to complete your tomb raider
costume. Lara Croft OutfiteBay and Amazon both offer Lara Croft costumes that you can buy online. However, I will explain how you can create the look yourself without buying a pre-existing costume. Things you'll need for the DIY suit: Combat boots or gothic motorcycle belt boots gloves (optional) 2 black tactical leg cases 2 toy guns (optional) cargo shorts
(brown or hunter green) tight-mounted tank top (blue, Hunter Green, or brown) Tube Socks Shorts and TopPut for shorts and tank top first. You can either wear a cut tank top showing midriff or a full tank top. Note that if you choose a full tank top, you should tuck any excess shirt into your shorts. Socks and HolstersPull tube socks and put the cases on each
leg. The cases have to come all the way to your upper thigh. Make sure it's tight enough not to slip down when you walk around, but also not as tight as causing the skin and thigh to bulge. The best way to make sure the cases are on you properly is to walk up and down a flight of stairs. If you don't move around or if your foot doesn't feel numb, You've got it
right. If you don't feel like carrying toy guns around, just keep them in thigh holsters to complete the look. Boots, gloves, and BeltEquip yourself with boots, gloves, and a belt. The belt can be worn looped through the shorts or else hung low across the hips. However, the latter option only works well for those with a wider hip structure. For boots, make sure
that your socks are visible over the top of the but only about an inch or two over the top. Then it's time for hair and makeup! Hair and Makeup Lara Croft BraidLara is depicted in movies and video games with long, dark brown hair that is usually styled in a single braid. If you already have long, dark hair, just do your hair in a French braid. If you don't have long
hair, you could always choose extensions (if you're willing to spend money) or a wig. An alternative look that is not a traditional Lara Croft hairstyle would be to style your hair into a pixie cut. Go for dark and nude makeupFor Tomb Raider makeup, Lara usually wears darker colors. She doesn't wear plenty of makeup, she doesn't wear bright colors. Go with
dark brown and nude shades for your makeup. Eyes: use a dark brown eyeshadow with black eyeliner (preferably liquid eyeliner) on the top lid and a brown mocha on the bottom lid. It has smaller eyes, so if your eyes are large, use eyeliner to make your eyes look smaller. Nose: Her nose is very thin, so use concealer and foundation to slim down the ridge of
your nose if needed. The video tutorial in this article helps explain how to properly put in your concealer and foundation to complete the show. Face: For your cheeks and lips, use nude colors. Remember, she's a tomboy, so bright pink and red isn't entirely her thing. You can take a nude lipstick, apply some of them to your index finger, and rub it on your
cheekbones. This creates a glow on your face and also adds a small color. Use the same nude lipstick on your lips. Eyebrows: Her eyebrows are very arched. To achieve this look, learn your eyebrows in the shape you want. Once you've painted them, use an eyebrow brush to create an arch if your eyebrows don't have a natural arch in them. Then apply a
clear mascara onto the eyebrows to force them to hold the arch all day. This is basically like applying hairspray to them. You can find many basic pieces for a Lara Croft costume in an army surplus store. Wikimedia CommonsHow to buy the tool as I mentioned earlier, Amazon and eBay both offer full sets of Tomb Raider costumes, if that's the route you
choose to go. Full sets can cost as low as $20 and go up in the hundreds. If you are more inclined to create your own Lara Croft cosplay, then you need to know where to find some of the specific pieces. If you want a durable Lara Croft suit (as for cosplaying), not interested in sewing yourself, you can find many of the basic pieces you will need to complete
lara's look in an army surplus store. Foot cases can be hard to find, but if you are communicating with a surplus store for your particular needs, they may be able to customize. Pipe socks and tank tops can be purchased at Walmart or any other department store with a great clothing option. Tube socks can also be found in almost any Store. The belt can be
as simple as a standard zone purchased in a department store, or as complex as a regular zone purchased in a surplus store. The type of belt you are using should be based on what you intend to do with the suit. If you're just wanting a simple Lara Croft Halloween costume, then a typical band should be fine. If you plan to do a Cosplay Tomb Raider, then a
better band may be in order. Battle boots can be purchased at any supply store. You can also buy Gothic or Gothic boots from higher quality stores, such as some boutiques and specialty stores. Shorts can be found in almost any department store during the right times. Toy guns can be purchased from almost any department store with a toy department.
Another option for your equipment would be to check out the local shipping stores. It is highly unlikely that you will find foot cases in a shipping shop, but you might be able to find the shorts, tank top, socks, and other items for much cheaper than you would be able to buy from a department store. Shopping online for your attire is also an option. You can buy
individual items on sites like Amazon and eBay. Etsy is an online site craftsman who could transfer some of your needs. To pull off the Lara Croft style, especially in a Wikimedia cosplay CommonsPulling Off the Lara Croft LookA a lot of what makes Lara so fun and unique is her personality. She's tough, she's smart, and she doesn't take any crap. She's
incredibly confident in herself and her abilities. To pull off Lara Croft's style, especially in a cosplay setting, you really need to radiate confidence. Lara is not the type to worry about whether her belly is flat enough because she knows she works hard enough to keep it that way. If you spend all your time pulling on your clothes, you won't be able to take off a
Lara Croft cosplay very well. A great idea to help yourself create well before cosplaying as Lara Croft is to watch the Tomb Raider movies starring Angelina Jolie. Jolie plays a fantastic Lara and is an excellent example of the type of confidence you'll need to cosplay like Tomb Raider.As always, when cosplaying, just remember to have fun and enjoy
yourself!© 2012 Daniella LopezCommentsJulie on April 20, 2019:Where can I find these awesome boots and how much? EK on September 21, 2018:What about the thing she wears on her back over her shoulders? What's that? Bilyeu from Orlando, FL on October 1, 2012: A very happy Halloween to anyone who wears this costume! Very clever and
cunning! James Kenny from Birmingham, England on February 27, 2012:Cool hub, Daniella. I remember one of my friends at school imagined Lara Croft (yes I know- very strange) That costume would definitely cause a stir if you had any nerds at the party, if someone dressed as Princess Leia also showed up, they would probably have all passed out
haha.princesswithapen in February 2012:I I'm not a gamer, but I've seen Tomb Raider and this costume looks pretty cool. I'll share that. PrincesswitsapenDaniella Lopez (author) on January 25, 2012: She's one of my favorite characters too, Rachel. :)Rachel Richmond from California on January 24, 2012: Hey Daniella! I love the character Lara Croft ~
Excellent Hub! * Almost want to watch the movies now... Daniella Lopez (author) on January 7, 2012:Haha! Well, that's good, at least. :P Kelly Umphenour from St. Louis, MO on January 7, 2012:Haha too late - she's 23 and living with one already! lol But I like it so everything is fine! Daniella Lopez (author) on January 7, 2012: Thanks Kelly! Your daughter
must be beautiful! You better take care of all these little boys... Lol! Kelly Umphenour from St. Louis, MO on January 7, 2012:Haha Daniella - very funny! When you first see the video the way it's paused with the frozin arrow in the middle of the girls' face on the page – my goodnes gave me a shock! This looks so much like my daughter is incredible:) lol But
when I saw the rest - not so much! I think her cheekbones and eyes. Very good here and fast too! Whoa! Daniella Lopez (author) on January 7, 2012: That would be a lot of fun for RP, Tammy. Thanks for reading! Tammy from North Carolina on January 7, 2012: Cute hub.. It would be fun for roleplaying too! Daniella Lopez (author) on January 7, 2012:@Ray:
This is awesome! Tomb Raider is actually what got me into the game. I thought Lara Croft looked bad, so I had to play the game. = P@Kitty: I know it's a little early, but I was watching Tomb Raider and that's where the inspiration for this center came from, lol. Thanks for voting and reading! Kitty Fields from Summerland on January 7, 2012: Too early for
Halloween costumes, but this is a very well-put together idea, Daniella! I voted for it, and it's awesome. Raymond D Choiniere from the USA on January 7, 2012: It's a great Daniella center. I have the playboy version of the original model that was used for the game origiol Tomb Raider. Angelina Jolie played an excellent Lara Croft on the film series. Voted! :)
:)
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